IT’S OUR

Style
THAT SETS US APART

For 20 years Crosswater has been celebrated as
the leading supplier of premium bathroom fittings.
Throughout those two decades we have honed our
expertise, perfected our designs and broadened our
product offering - not to mention winning a few awards
along the way - to bring you superior quality and
unrivalled performance across every aspect of bathroom
design. Our story is very much a part of who we are.
Vanguard is a collection designed for the discerning,
taking the traditional concept of bathroom function and
elevating it to new levels of luxury.
A blend of time-honoured manufacturing techniques,
superior materials and using up to the minute component
technology are brought together to offer a truly curated
collection that proudly wears the Crosswater marque.
From the finest in brassware and furniture design,

to the latest innovations in bathroom technology,
Vanguard offers an elite selection of products that has
been handpicked for the highest specification projects.
Quality, style and those all-important finishing touches
go hand-in-hand, creating distinctive pieces that make
a statement yet never compromise on core functionality.
The Vanguard collection is the epitome of luxury and
style, transforming everyday bathroom routines into a
truly indulgent experience.
At Crosswater, we are proud to embrace the latest
cutting edge manufacturing processes and design trends
to provide bathroom designs that meet the discerning
standards required in today’s market.
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P R E C I S I O N B R A S S WA R E
C A S T I N I TA LY

UNION, setting a new standard for contemporary brassware engineering, this
innovative collection is a leap forward in design for the modern bathroom. Presenting
Italian artisan brassware skills at its finest, each component is cast, precision machined,
polished and perfected to offer an elevated bathing experience.
In a move to challenge the traditional concept of bathroom fittings, UNION is
engineered to provide unparalleled functionality and designed to make a statement.
Only the very best components are used, coupled with stringent quality standards
resulting in a product that will stand the test of time.
UNION brings you four distinctive finishes available across a complete collection of
bathroom taps, valves, showerheads and bath fillers.
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CUTTING-EDGE FROM
S TA R T T O F I N I S H

Smart on the inside, UNION is manufactured using the most advanced brassware
engineering techniques and the latest in cartridge and thermostatic valve technology
to offer complete water flow control. Behind the scenes each product is intuitive, high
performing and built to last, offering the user a premium level of functionality with each
and every use.
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PRECISION ENGINEERED
FINISHES

UNION is tailored to the individual. Four refined finishes are offered across the
entire collection, presenting a selection of brassware products that are as beautifully
coordinated as they are designed.

A

B

C

D

For the traditionalist, UNION brings you classic Chrome and Brushed Nickel finishes.
Those seeking a design statement can opt for on-trend Brushed Brass and the unique
Brushed Black Chrome. Each unique surface is complemented alongside distinctive,
knurled detailing, expertly machined as accents on to each individual piece.

“The design of the UNION range is inspired by iconic
industrial forms and renowned Italian design flair
to produce a simply outstanding new standard in
brassware form and function to bring our customers
a truly premium product.”

A. Brushed Brass B. Chrome C. Brushed Black Chrome D. Brushed Nickel
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ABOVE: Three hole deck mounted
basin set Chrome with red handles.
OPPOSITE: Tall basin mixer
Chrome with red lever.
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ABOVE TOP: Free standing bath
filler & shower kit Brushed Black
Chrome. ABOVE BOTTOM:
Three hole wall mounted basin
set Brushed Black Chrome.
OPPOSITE: Basin mono Brushed
Black Chrome & UNION rustic
aluminium basin.
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ABOVE & OPPOSITE: UNION
Free standing bath filler & shower
kit levers Brushed Brass.
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ABOVE: Single hole wall
mounted basin set Brushed
Nickel & UNION rustic
aluminium basin. OPPOSITE:
Basin mono Brushed Nickel.
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ABOVE & OPPOSITE:
Multifunction thermostatic
shower valve Brushed Brass.
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UNION - BRASSWARE

CHROME FINISH

CHROME FINISH

Basin mono
UB110DNC £395.00

Tall basin mixer
UB112DNC £495.00

A: 167mm B: 130mm

A: 267mm B: 160mm

HP1

Without Deck
pop-up mounted
waste

HP1

Without Deck
pop-up mounted
waste

Three hole deck mounted
basin set
UB135DNC £595.00

Three hole deck mounted
basin set levers
UB135DNC_LV £595.00

A: 167mm B: 160mm

A: 167mm B: 160mm

HP1

Deck
mounted

Three hole wall mounted
basin set levers
UB130WNC_LV+ £595.00

Single hole wall mounted
basin set
UB111WNC £495.00

B: 185-205mm

B: 195-205mm

B: 205mm

Wall
mounted

Bottle trap
BTR0402C £59.00

HP1

Wall
mounted

HP1

Free standing bath filler
& shower kit levers
UB422DC_LV+ £2299.00

A: 889mm B: 230mm

A: 889mm B: 230mm

With 400mm pipe
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Floor
standing

To find your local retailer please visit our website www.crosswater.co.uk

HP1

HP1

Deck
mounted

HP1

Wall
mounted

Round showerhead 250mm*
UB250C £249.00

Wall outlet & handset*
UB963C £249.00

Ø250mm

Wall
mounted

HP1

8mm head Single Wipe clean
thickness mode
nozzles

HP1

Single
mode

Wall
mounted

Basin click clack waste
BSW0260C £45.00
Suitable for slotted and unslotted basins

Wall
mounted

Free standing bath filler
& shower kit
UB422DC+ £2299.00

HP1

Shower arm 400mm*
UB400C £149.00

B: 230mm

Three hole wall mounted
basin set
UB130WNC+ £595.00

HP1

Bath spout*
UB0370C £199.00

Floor
standing

Multifunction thermostatic shower valve
RM650WC £2250.00
A: Height to shower head 903mm,
Overall height 1061mm B: To centre of
shower head 380mm, Overall 550mm

HP2

Wall
mounted
A: Height B: Projection. All measurements are in millimetres (mm). *Available October 2018.
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UNION - BRASSWARE

CHROME FINISH

CHROME FINISH RED LEVER/WHEEL

1000 thermostatic shower valve*
UB1000RC £749.00

LP

Recessed Portrait

1000 thermostatic shower valve*
UB1000RC_LV £749.00

LP

Recessed Portrait

1500 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter MULTI-flow*
UB1500RC £849.00

HP1

Recessed Portrait

2 way
diverter

1701 thermostatic bath shower valve
with integrated handset*
UB1701RC £999.00

HP1

Basin mono
UB110DNC_RLV £465.00

Tall basin mixer
UB112DNC_RLV £565.00

A: 167mm B: 130mm

A: 267mm B: 160mm

LP

Recessed Portrait

2 way
diverter

2000 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter*
UB2000RC_LV £1025.00

LP

Recessed Portrait

2 way
diverter

2000 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter*
UB2001RC £1025.00

LP

Recessed Landscape 2 way
diverter

2500 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter*
UB2500RC £849.00

HP1

Three hole deck mounted
basin set levers
UB135DNC_RLV £695.00

A: 167mm B: 160mm

A: 167mm B: 160mm

Recessed Landscape 2 way
diverter
HP1

2000 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter*
UB2000RC £1025.00

Three hole deck mounted
basin set
UB135DNC_RW £695.00

Recessed Portrait

3 way
diverter

Without Deck
pop-up mounted
waste

HP1

Without Deck
pop-up mounted
waste

HP1

Deck
mounted

Three hole wall mounted
basin set
UB130WNC_RW+ £695.00

Three hole wall mounted
basin set levers
UB130WNC_RLV+ £695.00

Single hole wall mounted
basin set
UB111WNC_RLV £565.00

B: 185-205mm

B: 195-205mm

B: 205mm

HP1

Wall
mounted

HP1

Wall
mounted

HP1

HP1

Deck
mounted

Wall
mounted

2-WAY DIVERTERS
These valves let you control two
products, for example a shower
head and a bath filler.

MULTI-FLOW VALVES

3000 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter*
UB3000RC £1049.00

3000 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter*
UB3000RC_LV £1049.00

3001 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter*
UB3001RC £1049.00

Crosswater’s MULTI-flow valves
allow for even more flexibility in
showering. Our two way diverters
with MULTI-flow let you control
two products independently,
for example showerhead and
bath filler, and now gives you the
additional functionality to have
both products on at the same time.

3-WAY DIVERTERS
HP1
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Recessed Portrait

3 way
diverter

HP1

Recessed Portrait

To find your local retailer please visit our website www.crosswater.co.uk

3 way
diverter

HP1

Recessed Landscape 3 way
diverter

These valves let you control three
products, for example a shower
head, bath filler and body jets.

Free standing bath filler
& shower kit
UB422DC_RW+ £2399.00

Free standing bath filler
& shower kit levers
UB422DC_RLV+ £2399.00

A: 889mm B: 230mm

A: 889mm B: 230mm

HP1

Floor
standing

HP1

Floor
standing

A: Height B: Projection. All measurements are in millimetres (mm). *Available October 2018.

Multifunction thermostatic shower valve
RM650WC_RLV £2399.00
A: Height to shower head 903mm,
Overall height 1061mm B: To centre of
shower head 380mm, Overall 550mm

HP2

Wall
mounted
VANGUARD - UNION
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UNION - BRASSWARE

CHROME FINISH RED LEVER/WHEEL

Bath spout*
UB0370C £199.00

Shower arm 400mm*
UB400C £149.00

B: 230mm

CHROME FINISH RED LEVER/WHEEL

Round showerhead 250mm*
UB250C £249.00

Wall outlet & handset*
UB963C £249.00

1000 thermostatic shower valve*
UB1000RC_RW £799.00

Wall
mounted

1500 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter MULTI-flow*
UB1500RC_RW £899.00

1701 thermostatic bath shower valve
with integrated handset*
UB1701RC_RW £1099.00

Ø250mm

LP
HP1

1000 thermostatic shower valve*
UB1000RC_RLV £799.00

Wall
mounted

HP1

8mm head Single Wipe clean
thickness mode
nozzles

HP1

Single
mode

Recessed Portrait

LP

Recessed Portrait

HP1

Recessed Portrait

2 way
diverter

HP1

Recessed Landscape 2 way
diverter

Wall
mounted

2000 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter*
UB2000RC_RW £1099.00

LP

Recessed Portrait

2 way
diverter

2000 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter *
UB2000RC_RLV £1099.00

LP

Recessed Portrait

2 way
diverter

2000 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverte*
UB2001RC_RW £1099.00

LP

Recessed Landscape 2 way
diverter

2500 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter*
UB2500RC_RW £899.00

HP1

Recessed Portrait

3 way
diverter

2-WAY DIVERTERS
These valves let you control two
products, for example a shower
head and a bath filler.

MULTI-FLOW VALVES

3000 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter*
UB3000RC_RW £1125.00

3000 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter*
UB3000RC_RLV £1125.00

3001 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter *
UB3001RC_RW £1125.00

Crosswater’s MULTI-flow valves
allow for even more flexibility in
showering. Our two way diverters
with MULTI-flow let you control
two products independently,
for example showerhead and
bath filler, and now gives you the
additional functionality to have
both products on at the same time.

3-WAY DIVERTERS
HP1
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To find your local retailer please visit our website www.crosswater.co.uk

Recessed Portrait

3 way
diverter

HP1

Recessed Portrait

3 way
diverter

A: Height B: Projection. All measurements are in millimetres (mm). *Available October 2018.

HP1

Recessed Landscape 3 way
diverter

These valves let you control three
products, for example a shower
head, bath filler and body jets.

VANGUARD - UNION
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UNION - BRASSWARE

BRUSHED NICKEL FINISH

BRUSHED NICKEL FINISH

Basin mono
UB110DNL £495.00

Tall basin mixer
UB112DNL £595.00

A: 167mm B: 130mm

A: 267mm B: 160mm

HP1

Without Deck
pop-up mounted
waste

HP1

Without Deck
pop-up mounted
waste

Three hole deck mounted
basin set
UB135DNL £795.00

Three hole deck mounted
basin set levers
UB135DNL_LV £795.00

A: 167mm B: 160mm

A: 167mm B: 160mm

HP1

Deck
mounted

Three hole wall mounted
basin set levers
UB130WNL_LV+ £795.00

Single hole wall mounted
basin set
UB111WNL £595.00

B: 185-205mm

B: 195-205mm

B: 205mm

Wall
mounted

Bottle trap
UB0402L £249.00

HP1

Wall
mounted

HP1

Free standing bath filler
& shower kit levers
UB422DL_LV+ £2999.00

A: 889mm B: 230mm

A: 889mm B: 230mm

With 400mm pipe
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Floor
standing

To find your local retailer please visit our website www.crosswater.co.uk

HP1

HP1

Deck
mounted

HP1

Wall
mounted

Round showerhead 250mm*
UB250L £349.00

Wall outlet & handset*
UB963L £349.00

Ø250mm

Wall
mounted

HP1

8mm head Single Wipe clean
thickness mode
nozzles

HP1

Single
mode

Wall
mounted

Basin click clack waste
UB0260L £115.00
Suitable for slotted and unslotted basins

Wall
mounted

Free standing bath filler
& shower kit
UB422DL+ £2999.00

HP1

Shower arm 400mm*
UB400L £199.00

B: 230mm

Three hole wall mounted
basin set
UB130WNL+ £795.00

HP1

Bath spout*
UB0370L £249.00

Floor
standing

Multifunction thermostatic shower valve
RM650WL £2999.00
A: Height to shower head 903mm,
Overall height 1061mm B: To centre of
shower head 380mm, Overall 550mm

HP2

Wall
mounted
A: Height B: Projection. All measurements are in millimetres (mm). *Available October 2018.
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UNION - BRASSWARE

BRUSHED NICKEL FINISH

1000 thermostatic shower valve*
UB1000RL £899.00

LP

Recessed Portrait

BRUSHED BLACK CHROME FINISH

1000 thermostatic shower valve*
UB1000RL_LV £899.00

LP

Recessed Portrait

1500 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter MULTI-flow *
UB1500RL £999.00

HP1

Recessed Portrait

2 way
diverter

1701 thermostatic bath shower valve
with integrated handset *
UB1701RL £1149.00

HP1

Basin mono
UB110DNB £495.00

Tall basin mixer
UB112DNB £595.00

A: 167mm B: 130mm

A: 267mm B: 160mm

LP

Recessed Portrait

2 way
diverter

2000 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter*
UB2000RL_LV £1175.00

LP

Recessed Portrait

2 way
diverter

2000 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter*
UB2001RL £1175.00

LP

Recessed Landscape 2 way
diverter

2500 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter*
UB2500RL £999.00

HP1

Three hole deck mounted
basin set levers
UB135DNB_LV £795.00

A: 167mm B: 160mm

A: 167mm B: 160mm

Recessed Landscape 2 way
diverter
HP1

2000 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter*
UB2000RL £1175.00

Three hole deck mounted
basin set
UB135DNB £795.00

Recessed Portrait

3 way
diverter

Without Deck
pop-up mounted
waste

HP1

Without Deck
pop-up mounted
waste

HP1

Deck
mounted

Three hole wall mounted
basin set
UB130WNB+ £795.00

Three hole wall mounted
basin set levers
UB130WNB_LV+ £795.00

Single hole wall mounted
basin set
UB111WNB £595.00

B: 185-205mm

B: 195-205mm

B: 205mm

HP1

Wall
mounted

HP1

Wall
mounted

HP1

HP1

Deck
mounted

Basin click clack waste
UB0260B £115.00
Suitable for slotted and unslotted basins

Wall
mounted

2-WAY DIVERTERS
These valves let you control two
products, for example a shower
head and a bath filler.

MULTI-FLOW VALVES

3000 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter*
UB3000RL £1199.00

3000 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter*
UB3000RL_LV £1199.00

3001 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter*
UB3001RL £1199.00

Crosswater’s MULTI-flow valves
allow for even more flexibility in
showering. Our two way diverters
with MULTI-flow let you control
two products independently,
for example showerhead and
bath filler, and now gives you the
additional functionality to have
both products on at the same time.

3-WAY DIVERTERS
HP1
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Recessed Portrait

3 way
diverter

HP1

Recessed Portrait

To find your local retailer please visit our website www.crosswater.co.uk

3 way
diverter

HP1

Recessed Landscape 3 way
diverter

These valves let you control three
products, for example a shower
head, bath filler and body jets.

Bottle trap
UB0402B £249.00

Free standing bath filler
& shower kit
UB422DB+ £2999.00

Free standing bath filler
& shower kit levers
UB422DB_LV+ £2999.00

A: 889mm B: 230mm

A: 889mm B: 230mm

With 400mm pipe

HP1

Floor
standing

A: Height B: Projection. All measurements are in millimetres (mm). *Available October 2018.

HP1

Floor
standing

Multifunction thermostatic shower valve
RM650WB £2999.00
A: Height to shower head 903mm,
Overall height 1061mm B: To centre of
shower head 380mm, Overall 550mm

HP2

Wall
mounted
VANGUARD - UNION
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UNION - BRASSWARE

BRUSHED BLACK CHROME FINISH

Bath spout*
UB0370B £249.00

BRUSHED BLACK CHROME FINISH

Shower arm 400mm*
UB400B £199.00

B: 230mm

Round showerhead 250mm*
UB250B £349.00

Wall outlet & handset*
UB963B £349.00

1000 thermostatic shower valve*
UB1000RB £899.00

Wall
mounted

1500 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter MULTI-flow*
UB1500RB £999.00

1701 thermostatic bath shower valve
with integrated handset*
UB1701RB £1149.00

Ø250mm

LP
HP1

1000 thermostatic shower valve*
UB1000RB_LV £899.00

HP1

Wall
mounted

HP1

8mm head Single Wipe clean
thickness mode
nozzles

HP1

Single
mode

Recessed Portrait

LP

Recessed Portrait

HP1

Recessed Portrait

2 way
diverter

HP1

Recessed Landscape 2 way
diverter

Wall
mounted

2000 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter*
UB2000RB £1175.00

LP

Recessed Portrait

2 way
diverter

2000 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter*
UB2000RB_LV £1175.00

LP

Recessed Portrait

2 way
diverter

2000 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter*
UB2001RB £1175.00

LP

Recessed Landscape 2 way
diverter

2500 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter*
UB2500RB £999.00

HP1

Recessed Portrait

3 way
diverter

2-WAY DIVERTERS
These valves let you control two
products, for example a shower
head and a bath filler.

MULTI-FLOW VALVES

3000 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter*
UB3000RB £1199.00

3000 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter*
UB3000RB_LV £1199.00

3001 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter*
UB3001RB £1199.00

Crosswater’s MULTI-flow valves
allow for even more flexibility in
showering. Our two way diverters
with MULTI-flow let you control
two products independently,
for example showerhead and
bath filler, and now gives you the
additional functionality to have
both products on at the same time.

3-WAY DIVERTERS
HP1
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To find your local retailer please visit our website www.crosswater.co.uk

Recessed Portrait

3 way
diverter

HP1

Recessed Portrait

3 way
diverter

A: Height B: Projection. All measurements are in millimetres (mm). *Available October 2018.

HP1

Recessed Landscape 3 way
diverter

These valves let you control three
products, for example a shower
head, bath filler and body jets.
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UNION - BRASSWARE

BRUSHED BRASS FINISH

BRUSHED BRASS FINISH

Basin mono
UB110DNU £495.00

Tall basin mixer
UB112DNU £595.00

A: 167mm B: 130mm

A: 267mm B: 160mm

HP1

Without Deck
pop-up mounted
waste

HP1

Without Deck
pop-up mounted
waste

Three hole deck mounted
basin set
UB135DNU £795.00

Three hole deck mounted
basin set levers
UB135DNU_LV £795.00

A: 167mm B: 160mm

A: 167mm B: 160mm

HP1

Deck
mounted

Three hole wall mounted
basin set levers
UB130WNU_LV+ £795.00

Single hole wall mounted
basin set
UB111WNU £595.00

B: 185-205mm

B: 195-205mm

B: 205mm

Wall
mounted

Bottle trap
UB0402U £249.00

HP1

Wall
mounted

HP1

Free standing bath filler
& shower kit levers
UB422DU_LV+ £2999.00

A: 889mm B: 230mm

A: 889mm B: 230mm

With 400mm pipe
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Floor
standing

To find your local retailer please visit our website www.crosswater.co.uk

HP1

HP1

Deck
mounted

HP1

Wall
mounted

Round showerhead 250mm*
UB250U £349.00

Wall outlet & handset*
UB963U £349.00

Ø250mm

Wall
mounted

HP1

8mm head Single Wipe clean
thickness mode
nozzles

HP1

Single
mode

Wall
mounted

Basin click clack waste
UB0260U £115.00
Suitable for slotted and unslotted basins

Wall
mounted

Free standing bath filler
& shower kit
UB422DU+ £2999.00

HP1

Shower arm 400mm*
UB400U £199.00

B: 230mm

Three hole wall mounted
basin set
UB130WNU+ £795.00

HP1

Bath spout*
UB0370U £249.00

Floor
standing

Multifunction thermostatic shower valve
RM650WU £2999.00
A: Height to shower head 903mm,
Overall height 1061mm B: To centre of
shower head 380mm, Overall 550mm

HP2

Wall
mounted
A: Height B: Projection. All measurements are in millimetres (mm). *Available October 2018.
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UNION - BRASSWARE

UNION - FURNITURE

BRUSHED BRASS FINISH

UNITS & BASINS

1000 thermostatic shower valve*
UB1000RU £899.00

1000 thermostatic shower valve*
UB1000RU_LV £899.00

1500 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter MULTI-flow*
UB1500RU £999.00

1701 thermostatic bath shower valve
with integrated handset*
UB1701RU £1149.00

UNION wall hung furniture - concrete effect
UN7000DCN £1195.00
w 710 x d 468 x h 530mm
Smooth touch concrete effect laminate
Single drawer vanity unit

LP

Recessed Portrait

LP

Recessed Portrait

HP1

Recessed Portrait

2 way
diverter

HP1

Recessed Landscape 2 way
diverter

Push to open soft close drawer
Pre-fitted pull to open soft close internal drawer
Internal drawer cut out for services
30mm thick undrilled worktop
Internal LED PIR operated PIR sensor light.
Illuminates when the main drawer is opened, and
turns off 30 secs after closing.
IP44 rated driver, IP65 lamps

UNION 1410 countertop concrete effect
UN14000TCN £375.00
2000 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter*
UB2000RU £1175.00

LP

Recessed Portrait

2 way
diverter

2000 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter*
UB2000RU_LV £1175.00

LP

Recessed Portrait

2 way
diverter

2000 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter*
UB2001RU £1175.00

LP

Recessed Landscape 2 way
diverter

2500 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter*
UB2500RU £999.00

HP1

Recessed Portrait

w 1410 x d 468 x h 30mm
30mm thick undrilled worktop

3 way
diverter

Two furniture units with one countertop

2-WAY DIVERTERS
These valves let you control two
products, for example a shower
head and a bath filler.

MULTI-FLOW VALVES

3000 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter*
UB3000RU £1199.00

3000 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter*
UB3000RU_LV £1199.00

3001 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter*
UB3001RU £1199.00

Crosswater’s MULTI-flow valves
allow for even more flexibility in
showering. Our two way diverters
with MULTI-flow let you control
two products independently,
for example showerhead and
bath filler, and now gives you the
additional functionality to have
both products on at the same time.

Semi recessed basin with overflow
UN4535SCW £325.00

UNION rustic aluminium basin
CT3939UAW £395.00

Basin click clack waste
UB0260B £115.00

Bottle trap
UB0402B £249.00

w 450 x d 350 x h 140mm

w 390 x d 390 x h 130mm
Note: Each basin is individually hand
finished, no two are ever the same

Suitable for slotted and
unslotted basins

With 400mm pipe

Requires BSW0103GW basin waste

3-WAY DIVERTERS
HP1
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Recessed Portrait

3 way
diverter

HP1

Recessed Portrait

To find your local retailer please visit our website www.crosswater.co.uk

3 way
diverter

HP1

Recessed Landscape 3 way
diverter

These valves let you control three
products, for example a shower
head, bath filler and body jets.

With
overflow

No Countertop
only
overflow

A: Height B: Projection. All measurements are in millimetres (mm). *Available October 2018.

Also available
BSW0260C Chrome £45.00
UB0260L Nickel £115.00
UB0260U Brushed brass
£115.00

Also available
BTR0402C Chrome £59.00
UB0402L Nickel £249.00
UB0260U Brushed brass
£115.00
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UNION freestanding bath
UN_FSBATH £4250.00
l 1820 x w 854 x h 615mm
With integral overflow LIGHTCAST® material
Weight: 83kg
Weight with water: 295kg
Supplied with overflow

15 year
guarantee

EXTRA LIGHT

DURABLE INNER
FIBRE STRUCTURE

HANDCRAFTED WITH
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

MAT OR GLOSSY FINISH

PRODUCT WEIGHT
REGULATION

HIGH TERMAL
INSULATION

FEATURES
EXTRA LIGHT

EXTRA LIGHT

DURABLE INNER
FIBRE STRUCTURE

EXTRA LIGHT
HANDCRAFTED
WITH
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

SUITABLE FOR
INTEGRATED OVERFLOW

EXTRA LIGHT
STAIN-RESISTANT

SUITABLE
FOR
DURABLE
INNER
MADE
ONLY
INTEGRATED
OVERFLOW
FIBREBY
STRUCTURE
MARMORIN

REPAIRABLE & RENEWABLE
SURFACE
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EASY TO CLEAN
SUITABLE
FOR
INTEGRATED OVERFLOW

REPAIRABLE
& RENEWABLE
UV-RESISTANT
STAIN-RESISTANT
SURFACE

DURABLE
INNER
MATSUITABLE
OR GLOSSY
FORFINISH
FIBRE STRUCTURE
INTEGRATED OVERFLOW

STAIN-RESISTANT
REPAIRABLE
& RENEWABLE
HANDCRAFTED
WITH
HYGIENIC
SURFACE
ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGIES

EASY TO CLEAN
IMPACT-RESISTANT
WARM
TOONLY
TOUCH
MADE
BY MARMORIN

DURABLE INNER
FIBRE STRUCTURE

HANDCRAFTED
WITH
PRODUCT
WEIGHT
STAIN-RESISTANT
ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGIES
REGULATION

HANDCRAFTED
SUITABLE WITH
FOR
ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGIES
INTEGRATED
OVERFLOW

MAT OR
GLOSSY FINISH
STAIN-RESISTANT

MAT OR
GLOSSY
FINISH
HIGH
TERMAL
REPAIRABLE
&ONLY
RENEWABLE
MADE
INSULATION
SURFACE
BY MARMORIN

PRODUCT
WEIGHT
EASY
TO CLEAN
HYGIENIC
REGULATION

MADE
ONLY
EASY
TO
CLEAN
MAT
OR GLOSSY
FINISH
THERMAL-SHOCK
BY MARMORIN
RESISTANT

HYGIENIC
UV-RESISTANT
PRODUCT
WEIGHT
WARM
TO TOUCH
SCRATCH-RESISTANT
REGULATION

THERMAL-SHOCK
IMPACT-RESISTANT
HIGH TERMAL
RESISTANT
INSULATION

UV-RESISTANT
SURFACE
ABRASION
HYGIENIC
RESISTANT

IMPACT-RESISTANT
NON-POROUS
THERMAL-SHOCK
RESISTANT

SURFACE ABRASION
SCRATCH-RESISTANT
RESISTANT

To find your local retailer please visit our website www.crosswater.co.uk

PRODUCT
WEIGHT
MADE
ONLY
REGULATION
BY MARMORIN

HIGH TERMAL
UV-RESISTANT
THERMAL-SHOCK
INSULATION
RESISTANT

SURFACE
ABRASION
SCRATCH-RESISTANT
RESISTANT

HIGH
TERMAL
HYGIENIC
INSULATION

IMPACT-RESISTANT
SCRATCH-RESISTANT

THERMAL-SHOCK
RESISTANT

SURFACE ABRASION
RESISTANT

SCRATCH-RESISTANT

NON-POROUS

NON-POROUS

NON-POROUS

All measurements are in millimetres (mm).
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T H E L AT E S T I N N O VAT I O N I N
B AT H R O O M H YG I E N E

AXENT.ONE is a new generation shower toilet with a series of exceptional functions
that can all be controlled using a single knob. It makes everything superfluous obsolete.
Nothing is as hygienic as cleaning with water. It gives us a sense of vitality and vigour.
It has the power to heal, restore and rejuvenate. We shower in the morning, bath
at night and wash our hands in between. Feeling clean is a part of our lives and is
almost as natural as breathing itself. Why then, do we give much less consideration
to how we cleanse ourselves after we use the bathroom?
Introducing AXENT.ONE – the hygienic way to stay really fresh. All day.

40
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M I N I M I S E D TO P E R F E C T I O N
Design is not just about what looks good. Design needs to perform, convert, astonish,
and fulfil its purpose. It might be innovative, or it might simply get the job done. We
believe in the principle of delivering simplicity through complexity. Perfection is not
having nothing more to add, but having nothing more you can take away. AXENT.
ONE is a new generation shower toilet with a series of exceptional functions that can
all be controlled using a single knob. It makes everything superfluous obsolete.

C L E A N BY D E S I G N
90°

AXENT.ONE redefines modern toilet hygiene and transforms a bathroom into a
sanctuary of luxury. The stain resistant surface and the rimless profile help eliminate
bacteria, making it easier to keep everything clean. The toilet lid and cover, if heavily
soiled, can easily be removed, cleaned and remounted.
AXENT’s compact design means that the shower toilet will fit into just about
any household setting. It also hides unsightly plumbing and helps reduce water
consumption. Cleverly, it uses about the same amount of water as a modern low-flush
toilet, so it is not only kind to the environment, but also helps reduce your water bill.

To remove the lid and cover for cleaning purposes,
simply place them in an upright position.
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SMARTER THAN THE SUM OF
I T S PA R T S , T H E F U T U R E O F
TO I L E T S H A S A R R I V E D

44
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C O N T R O L AT YO U R
FINGERTIPS
True icons never set out to be iconic. They just are. This award-winning shower toilet
brings style to your bathroom. A single control regulates the position and flow of the
shower spray, as well as the water temperature. Located discreetly to the right of
the toilet bowl, this control is as easy to use as the crown on a Swiss timepiece.
The AXENT Smart Control app can control any AXENT.ONE shower toilet. Use
Bluetooth to connect your mobile device and use it like a remote control.

Spray Arm Position

Water Flow

Rear Wash
Water Temp
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Lady Wash
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S O P H I S T I C AT E D S I M P L I C I T Y

ADDITIONAL COMFORTS

WASH FUNCTION

SELF-CLEANING

WATER TEMPERATURE

WARM AIR DRYER

SEAT HEATING

A strong but gentle water spray washes you while
you are seated on the toilet. The temperature and
intensity of the spray can be adjusted easily at the
touch of a button.

AXENT.ONE is equipped with a nozzle that is
cleaned automatically with fresh water before and
after every use, for a more hygienic experience.

For water temperature adjustment - simply pull
out the multifunction knob, turn it and wait for two
‘beeps’ to sound.

Use the remote control to adjust the temperature
of the warm air dryer. The resulting gentle airflow
across your skin leaves you feeling clean, fresh
and dry.

To maximise your comfort as the seasons change,
the seat includes adjustable heating that can be
set to your individual needs. An integrated sensor
detects your presence on the seat and, if set to
heat, starts to warm immediately.

RIMLESS BOWL

NIGHT LIGHT

DEODORISER

MASSAGE FUNCTIONS

The rimless design and stain-resistant surface
make the AXENT.ONE easy to clean.

The energy saving LED light provides
comfortable lighting at night.

Once the sensor in the shower toilet seat
recognises that you are sitting down the
automated deodoriser activates. Utilising the latest
diatomite filtration technology, the deodoriser
neutralises odours rapidly, enhancing your
experience and improving your overall wellbeing.

The oscillating shower spray, for rear and feminine
wash, provides a thorough, comfortable clean. The
gentle spray is pleasant and soothing, and you can
easily adjust its position and temperature.
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AXENT

Wall hung

FEATURES

Rear wash
Lady wash
Adjustable water temperature
Axent One Back to Wall Bidet Toilet Rimless
AX9107CW £3375.00

Adjustable flowrate
Adjustable spray arm position
Oscillating spray
Pulsating spray

Tested to
BS EN
997:2012

Will flush at
ECO-saving
3/4.5L

Soft close
toilet seat

Complete with Requires
Wall hung
concealed support frame
WC
fitting system and cistern

Tested to
BS EN
997:2012

Will flush at
ECO-saving
3/4.5L

Soft close
toilet seat

Complete with Requires
Wall hung
concealed support frame
WC
fitting system and cistern

Back to wall

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

		

		
Oscillating and pulsating spray
		
Warm air dryer
		
Adjustable dryer temperature
		
Seat heating
		
Adjustable seat heating temperature
		
Deodoriser
		
Night light

•
••
••
•

USB rechargeable remote control
Programmable user profiles
Remote control app

		
5
		

Soft-closing seat and lid
Decalcification
Easy-clean ceramic surface
DVGW W 540 certified

Axent One PLUS Wall Hung Bidet Toilet Rimless
AX9206CW_PLUS £4895.00

Wall hung

••
••
••

Rimless toilet

Axent One Wall Hung Bidet Toilet Rimless
AX9106CW £2995.00

Back to wall

Axent One PLUS Back to Wall Bidet Toilet Rimless
AX9207CW_PLUS £5100.00

PRODUCT DETAILS
Tested to
BS EN
997:2012

Will flush at
ECO-saving
3/4.5L

Soft close
toilet seat

Complete with Requires
Wall hung
concealed support frame
WC
fitting system and cistern
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To find your local retailer please visit our website www.crosswater.co.uk

Tested to
BS EN
997:2012

Will flush at
ECO-saving
3/4.5L

Soft close
toilet seat

Complete with Requires
Wall hung
concealed support frame
WC
fitting system and cistern

Dimensions wall-mounted (mm) / Weight (kg)

w 593 x d 370 x h 397/29

w 593 x d 370 x h 397/29

Dimensions floor-standing (mm) / Weight (kg)

w 593 x d 370 x h 452/34

w 593 x d 370 x h 452/34

Adaptable water pressure (bar)

0.7 - 7.5

0.7 - 7.5

Water volume, shower function (I/min)

0.35 - 0.85

0.35 - 0.85

Power consumption (W) / Voltage (V-Hz)

1600 / 230 - 50

1600 / 230 - 50

A: Height B: Projection. All measurements are in millimetres (mm).
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AXENT

A X E N T FA Q S

CONCEALED CISTERNS & SUPPORT FRAMES

INTRODUCING AXENT
What is Axent?
It is a toilet system that cleans you with a gentle spray of warm water while you use it.
What are the benefits?
Cleaning with water after using the toilet is more hygienic and softer on your skin than paper. Reducing the amount of paper
waste is good for the environment too. The lady wash function provides specific feminine hygiene benefits.
Taller concealed WC cistern
WCC57X46+ £195.00

0.98m height frame
WCF98X50+ £339.00

1.18m height frame
WCF118X50+ £335.00

ULTRA SLIM 1.18m height frame
WCF118X50-VS £345.00

w 480 x d 78 x h 535mm

w 500 x d 190 x h 980mm

w 500 x d 110 x h 1180mm

w 580 x d 90 x h 1180mm

Dual flush

Dual flush

Dual flush

Dual flush

Front flush
only

Choice of
flush plates

Front flush
only

Choice of
flush plates

Front flush
only

Choice of
flush plates

Front flush
only

Choice of
flush plates

AXENT HYGEINE AND HEALTH BENEFITS
Why should I clean myself with water?
We spend a lot of time showering and bathing. It is a natural part of our lives. We can remain fresh throughout the day if we
clean ourselves with water after using the bathroom.
Can anyone use Axent?
Yes, AXENT.ONE is suitable for general use by most people. It may also benefit those who have skin conditions as it provides
a thorough and gentle clean.

FLUSH PLATES

THE TECHNOLOGY BEHIND AXENT

Central
CEFLUSHC+ £59.00

Atoll
ATFLUSHC £59.00

Svelte
SEFLUSHC £59.00

Pier
PIFLUSHC £59.00

w 236 x h 152mm

w 236 x h 152mm

w 236 x h 152mm

w 236 x h 152mm

Mechanical
operation

Mechanical
operation

Mechanical
operation

Mechanical
operation

Chrome
finish

Chrome
finish

Chrome
finish

MPRO
PROFLUSHB £55.00

MPRO
PROFLUSHCP £195.00

MPRO
PROFLUSHV £185.00

w 236 x h 152mm

w 236 x h 152mm

w 236 x h 152mm

w 236 x h 152mm
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Chrome
finish

Mechanical
operation

Matt black
finish

To find your local retailer please visit our website www.crosswater.co.uk

Mechanical Mirror finish
operation stainless steel

Is installing Axent a big investment?
The installation costs do not differ significantly from the cost of installing a conventional toilet.

Chrome
finish

Tempo
TEFLUSHC+ £59.00

Mechanical
operation

How long will it take to install?
A qualified fitter can install the AXENT.ONE in approximately one hour, provided that there are no structural modifications.

Mechanical
Brushed
operation stainless steel
finish
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A T R U LY E V O C AT I V E
CO LLECTI O N

Classic in its inspiration, Waldorf is a truly evocative bathroom collection. Combining
exquisite craftsmanship with early twentieth-century styling, each Waldorf piece has
been expertly designed to represent the ultimate in bathroom luxury.
Evoking a timeless feel, elegant curves are blended seamlessly with the era’s signature
angles to offer a superlative range of bathroom furniture, brassware and ceramics.
Beautiful finishes are combined with exquisite detailing to create Waldorf’s signature
style that caters perfectly to advocates of traditional design.
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TRADITIONAL DESIGN
& STYLING

A beautifully classic collection that exudes traditional design and time-honoured
styling, Waldorf blends angular lines with elegant softened edges, resulting in a
wonderfully distinctive look that will stand the test of time in any bathing space.
Presented in a refined choice of classic gloss white, or dramatic piano black finishes,
the collection’s vanity and furniture units are perfectly set with fine detailing such
as exquisite bevelled edges, and a choice of classic round or bow drawer handles.
Coordinating beautifully with the selection of Waldorf high-shine chrome brassware,
the collection is complemented alongside a selection of mirrors and bathroom
accessories, all sympathetically curated in the style and essence of the 20s era.

ABOVE: Basin 3 hole set Chrome
Black lever. OPPOSITE LEFT: Basin
3 tap hole set Chrome crosshead.
OPPOSITE RIGHT: Basin console 80

Create a complete look in the bathroom with
the stunning range of coordinating brassware,
ceramics and furniture
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A collection of sanitary fittings displaying the
highest level of quality aesthetics

THIS PAGE: Basin monobloc
Chrome crosshead. OPPOSITE:
Basin 3 tap hole set Chrome lever
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Designed to stand the test of time, the chrome
plated brassware has been engineered to
the very highest specifications

THIS PAGE: Bath filler Chrome
crosshead with bath legs & plate.
OPPOSITE: Bath shower mixer
with kit Chrome White lever
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Elegant, sculptured style and amazing comfort
with a high lustre seamless white finish that
will last you a lifetime
THIS PAGE: Wall stop taps & bath
spout Chrome crosshead with
Waldorf bath. OPPOSITE LEFT: Wall
hung urinal OPPOSITE RIGHT:
Bidet monobloc Chrome crosshead
with wall hung bidet & wall hung WC
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Opt for the modernity of wall-hung furniture
or stick with tradition and choose
sculpted chrome legs

THIS PAGE: 1000mm Black
gloss unit with 4 knobs. Waldorf
illuminated mirror. OPPOSITE
LEFT: 1000mm White gloss unit
with 4 knobs. OPPOSITE RIGHT:
Chrome handle on Black gloss
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The Waldorf shower fittings are ideal for those who
prefer traditional styling and a timeless finish.
Available in a choice of ceramic lever
or crosshead detailing

THIS PAGE: Thermostatic shower
valve with 8” fixed head White lever.
OPPOSITE LEFT: 1500 thermostatic
shower valve with two way diverter
White lever. Waldorf shower handset
with White handle, wall outlet &
hose. OPPOSITE RIGHT: 2000
thermostatic shower valve with 2 way
diverter White lever
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WALDORF - BRASSWARE

CROSSHEAD

Basin monobloc
WF110DPC £329.00

Basin 3 hole set
WF135DPC £489.00

Basin 3 hole set
WF130DPC £509.00

A: 117mm B: 140mm

A: 223mm B: 130mm

A: 87mm B: 140mm

LP

With
Deck
pop-up waste mounted

LP

With
Deck
pop-up waste mounted

Bidet monobloc
WF210DPC £339.00

Basin 3 hole set
WF131WNC £459.00

A: 91mm B: 92mm

B: 155mm

LP

With
Deck
pop-up waste mounted

Wall stop taps
WF350WC £429.00

Waldorf bath legs & plate
WFBLFP £554.00

Waldorf bath legs & plate
WFBLFP £554.00

A: 702mm
Plate: w 70 x l 300mm

A: 702mm
Plate: w 70 x l 300mm

Combine with WF322DC bath filler for use
with freestanding baths

Combine with WF422DC bath filler for use
with freestanding baths

Floor
standing
LP

With
Deck
pop-up waste mounted

LP

Wall
mounted

HP1

Wall
mounted

Bath spout
WF0370WC £129.00

Bath filler
WF322DC £569.00

Bath shower mixer with kit
WF422DC £829.00

B: 192mm

A: 199mm B: 194mm

A: 396mm B: 194mm

LP
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Deck
mounted

HP1

Deck
mounted

To find your local retailer please visit our website www.crosswater.co.uk

HP1

Floor
standing

Deck
mounted

A: Height B: Projection. All measurements are in millimetres (mm).
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WALDORF - BRASSWARE

WHITE LEVER

Basin monobloc
WF110DPC_LV £339.00

Basin 3 hole set
WF135DPC_LV £499.00

Basin 3 hole set
WF130DPC_LV £519.00

A: 158mm B: 140mm

A: 223mm B: 130mm

A: 96mm B: 140mm

LP

With
Deck
pop-up waste mounted

LP

With
Deck
pop-up waste mounted

Bidet monobloc
WF210DPC_LV £349.00

Basin 3 hole set
WF131WNC_LV £469.00

A: 137mm B: 92mm

B: 155mm

LP

With
Deck
pop-up waste mounted

LP

Wall
mounted

LP

With
Deck
pop-up waste mounted

Wall stop taps
WF350WC_LV £439.00

HP1

Wall
mounted

Bath spout
WF0370WC £129.00

Bath filler
WF322DC_LV £579.00

Bath shower mixer with kit
WF422DC_LV £839.00

B: 192mm

A: 246mm B: 194mm

A: 396mm B: 194mm

LP
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Deck
mounted

HP1

Deck
mounted

To find your local retailer please visit our website www.crosswater.co.uk

HP1

Deck
mounted

Waldorf bath legs & plate
WFBLFP £554.00

Waldorf bath legs & plate
WFBLFP £554.00

A: 702mm
Plate: w 70 x l 300mm

A: 702mm
Plate: w 70 x l 300mm

Combine with WF322DC_LV bath filler for use
with freestanding baths

Combine with WF422DC_LV bath filler for use
with freestanding baths

Floor
standing

A: Height B: Projection. All measurements are in millimetres (mm).

Floor
standing
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WALDORF - BRASSWARE

BLACK LEVER

Basin monobloc
WF110DPC_BLV £339.00

Basin 3 hole set
WF135DPC_BLV £499.00

Basin 3 hole set
WF130DPC_BLV £519.00

A: 158mm B: 140mm

A: 223mm B: 130mm

A: 96mm B: 140mm

LP

With
Deck
pop-up waste mounted

LP

With
Deck
pop-up waste mounted

Bidet monobloc
WF210DPC_BLV £349.00

Basin 3 hole set
WF131WNC_BLV £469.00

A: 137mm B: 92mm

B: 155mm

LP

With
Deck
pop-up waste mounted

LP

Wall
mounted

LP

With
Deck
pop-up waste mounted

Wall stop taps
WF350WC_BLV £439.00

HP1

Wall
mounted

Bath spout
WF0370WC £129.00

Bath filler
WF322DC_BLV £579.00

Bath shower mixer with kit
WF422DC_BLV £839.00

B: 192mm

A: 246mm B: 194mm

A: 396mm B: 194mm

LP
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Deck
mounted

HP1

Deck
mounted

To find your local retailer please visit our website www.crosswater.co.uk

HP1

Waldorf bath legs & plate
WFBLFP £554.00

Waldorf bath legs & plate
WFBLFP £554.00

A: 702mm
Plate: w 70 x l 300mm

A: 702mm
Plate: w 70 x l 300mm

Combine with WF322DC_BLV bath filler for use
with freestanding baths

Combine with WF422DC_BLV bath filler for use
with freestanding baths

Floor
standing

Floor
standing

Deck
mounted

A: Height B: Projection. All measurements are in millimetres (mm).
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WALDORF - BRASSWARE

CHROME LEVER

Basin monobloc
WF110DPC_CLV £339.00

Basin 3 hole set
WF135DPC_CLV £499.00

Basin 3 hole set
WF130DPC_CLV £519.00

A: 158mm B: 140mm

A: 223mm B: 130mm

A: 96mm B: 140mm

LP

With
Deck
pop-up waste mounted

LP

With
Deck
pop-up waste mounted

Bidet monobloc
WF210DPC_CLV £349.00

Basin 3 hole set
WF131WNC_CLV £469.00

A: 137mm B: 92mm

B: 155mm

LP

With
Deck
pop-up waste mounted

LP

Wall
mounted

LP

With
Deck
pop-up waste mounted

Wall stop taps
WF350WC_CLV £439.00

HP1

Wall
mounted

Bath spout
WF0370WC £129.00

Bath filler
WF322DC_CLV £579.00

Bath shower mixer with kit
WF422DC_CLV £839.00

B: 192mm

A: 246mm B: 194mm

A: 396mm B: 194mm

LP
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Deck
mounted

HP1

Deck
mounted

To find your local retailer please visit our website www.crosswater.co.uk

HP1

Deck
mounted

Waldorf bath legs & plate
WFBLFP £554.00

Waldorf bath legs & plate
WFBLFP £554.00

A: 702mm
Plate: w 70 x l 300mm

A: 702mm
Plate: w 70 x l 300mm

Combine with WF322DC_CLV bath filler for use
with freestanding baths

Combine with WF422DC_CLV bath filler for use
with freestanding baths

Floor
standing

A: Height B: Projection. All measurements are in millimetres (mm).

Floor
standing
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WALDORF - FURNITURE

WHITE GLOSS UNITS - HANDLE

WHITE GLOSS UNITS - KNOB

800mm wide unit, basin, overflow cover
and 2 handles

1000mm wide unit, basin, overflow
cover and 2 handles

1500mm wide unit, basin, overflow
cover and 4 handles

800mm wide unit, basin, overflow cover
and 4 knobs

1000mm wide unit, basin, overflow
cover and 4 knobs

1500mm wide unit, basin, overflow
cover and 8 knobs

WF-8-WHWH £1620.00*

WF-10-WHWH £1999.00*

WF-15-WHWH £3445.00*

WF-8-WHWK £1679.00*

WF-10-WHWK £1999.00*

WF-15-WHWK £3445.00*

800mm wide unit, basin, legs, overflow
cover and 2 handles

1000mm wide unit, basin, legs, overflow
cover and 2 handles

1500mm wide unit, basin, legs, overflow
cover and 4 handles

800mm wide unit, basin, legs, overflow
cover and 4 knobs

1000mm wide unit, basin, legs, overflow
cover and 4 knobs

1500mm wide unit, basin, legs, overflow
cover and 8 knobs

WF-8-LEGWH £1829.00*

WF-10-LEGWH £2095.00*

WF-15-LEGWH £3585.00*

WF-8-LEGWK £1829.00*

WF-10-LEGWK £2115.00*

WF-15-LEGWK £3585.00*

Waldorf 80 Unit
Two drawer basin unit
Soft close pull to open
w 770 x d 533 x h 540mm

Waldorf 100 Unit
Two drawer basin unit
Soft close pull to open
w 970 x d 533 x h 540mm

Waldorf 150 Unit
Four drawer basin unit
Soft close pull to open
w 1470 x d 533 x h 540mm

Waldorf 80 Unit
Two drawer basin unit
Soft close pull to open
w 770 x d 533 x h 540mm

Waldorf 100 Unit
Two drawer basin unit
Soft close pull to open
w 970 x d 533 x h 540mm

Waldorf 150 Unit
Four drawer basin unit
Soft close pull to open
w 1470 x d 533 x h 540mm

Waldorf 80 Basin
White fire clay
With overflow
w 800 x d 550 x h 100mm

Waldorf 100 Basin
White fire clay
Glazed all round
With overflow
w 1000 x d 550 x h 100mm

Waldorf 150 Double Basin
White fire clay
Glazed all round
With overflow
w 1500 x d 550 x h 100mm

Waldorf 80 Basin
White fire clay
With overflow
w 800 x d 550 x h 100mm

Waldorf 100 Basin
White fire clay
Glazed all round
With overflow
w 1000 x d 550 x h 100mm

Waldorf 150 Double Basin
White fire clay
Glazed all round
With overflow
w 1500 x d 550 x h 100mm

h 640mm with basin to top of
upstand. h 940mm with legs to
upstand, 880mm to top of basin.

h 640mm with basin to top of
upstand. h 940mm with legs to
upstand, 880mm to top of basin.

h 640mm with basin to top of
upstand. h 940mm with legs to
upstand, 880mm to top of basin.

h 640mm with basin to top of
upstand. h 940mm with legs to
upstand, 880mm to top of basin.

h 640mm with basin to top of
upstand. h 940mm with legs to
upstand, 880mm to top of basin.

h 640mm with basin to top of
upstand. h 940mm with legs to
upstand, 880mm to top of basin.

EXTRAS
Ceramic basin click clack waste
BSW0103GW £79.00

Furniture basin trap
BTR0410W £39.00

Standard white
Slotted

Extra slim push-fit trap, for
polypropylene waste pipe only 1¼”
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To find your local retailer please visit our website www.crosswater.co.uk

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). *Price does not include tap
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WALDORF - FURNITURE

BLACK GLOSS UNITS - HANDLE

BLACK GLOSS UNITS - KNOB

800mm wide unit, basin, overflow cover
and 2 handles*

1000mm wide unit, basin, overflow
cover and 2 handles*

1500mm wide unit, basin, overflow
cover and 4 handles*

800mm wide unit, basin, overflow cover
and 4 knobs*

1000mm wide unit, basin, overflow
cover and 4 knobs*

1500mm wide unit, basin, overflow
cover and 8 knobs*

WF-8-WHBH £1679.00

WF-10-WHBH £1999.00

WF-15-WHBH £3445.00

WF-8-WHBK £1679.00

WF-10-WHBK £1999.00

WF-15-WHBK £3445.00

800mm wide unit, basin, legs, overflow
cover and 2 handles*

1000mm wide unit, basin, legs, overflow
cover and 2 handles*

1500mm wide unit, basin, legs, overflow
cover and 4 handles*

800mm wide unit, basin, legs, overflow
cover and 4 knobs*

1000mm wide unit, basin, legs, overflow
cover and 4 knobs*

1500mm wide unit, basin, legs, overflow
cover and 8 knobs*

WF-8-LEGBH £1829.00

WF-10-LEGBH £2115.00

WF-15-LEGBH £3585.00

WF-8-LEGBK £1829.00

WF-10-LEGBK £2115.00

WF-15-LEGBK £3585.00

Waldorf 80 Unit
Two drawer basin unit
Soft close pull to open
w 770 x d 533 x h 540mm

Waldorf 100 Unit
Two drawer basin unit
Soft close pull to open
w 970 x d 533 x h 540mm

Waldorf 150 Unit
Four drawer basin unit
Soft close pull to open
w 1470 x d 533 x h 540mm

Waldorf 80 Unit
Two drawer basin unit
Soft close pull to open
w 770 x d 533 x h 540mm

Waldorf 100 Unit
Two drawer basin unit
Soft close pull to open
w 970 x d 533 x h 540mm

Waldorf 150 Unit
Four drawer basin unit
Soft close pull to open
w 1470 x d 533 x h 540mm

Waldorf 80 Basin
White fire clay
With overflow
w 800 x d 550 x h 100mm

Waldorf 100 Basin
White fire clay
Glazed all round
With overflow
w 1000 x d 550 x h 100mm

Waldorf 150 Double Basin
White fire clay
Glazed all round
With overflow
w 1500 x d 550 x h 100mm

Waldorf 80 Basin
White fire clay
With overflow
w 800 x d 550 x h 100mm

Waldorf 100 Basin
White fire clay
Glazed all round
With overflow
w 1000 x d 550 x h 100mm

Waldorf 150 Double Basin
White fire clay
Glazed all round
With overflow
w 1500 x d 550 x h 100mm

h 640mm with basin to top of
upstand. h 940mm with legs to
upstand, 880mm to top of basin.

h 640mm with basin to top of
upstand. h 940mm with legs to
upstand, 880mm to top of basin.

h 640mm with basin to top of
upstand. h 940mm with legs to
upstand, 880mm to top of basin.

h 640mm with basin to top of
upstand. h 940mm with legs to
upstand, 880mm to top of basin.

h 640mm with basin to top of
upstand. h 940mm with legs to
upstand, 880mm to top of basin.

h 640mm with basin to top of
upstand. h 940mm with legs to
upstand, 880mm to top of basin.

EXTRAS
Ceramic basin click clack waste
BSW0103GW £79.00

Furniture basin trap
BTR0410W £39.00

Standard white
Slotted

Extra slim push-fit trap, for
polypropylene waste pipe only 1¼”
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All measurements are in millimetres (mm). *Price does not include tap
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WALDORF - FURNITURE

TOWER UNITS

WC UNITS

White gloss tower and handle

White gloss tower and knob

White gloss tower, legs and handle

White gloss tower, legs and knob

White gloss unit

WF-T-WHWH £745.00

WF-T-WHWK £745.00

WF-T-LEGWH £899.00

WF-T-LEGWK £899.00

WF5492WG £265.00

White gloss unit, back to wall WC, soft close seat
and concealed cistern (WCC33X31+)
WF-BTWW £1005.00

Black gloss tower and handle

Black gloss tower and knob

Black gloss tower, legs and handle

Black gloss tower, legs and knob

Black gloss unit

WF-T-WHBH £745.00

WF-T-WHBK £745.00

WF-T-LEGBH £899.00

WF-T-LEGBK £899.00

WF5492BG £265.00

Black gloss unit, back to wall WC, soft close seat
and concealed cistern (WCC33X31+)
WF-BTWB £1005.00

Waldorf Tower Unit
w 350 x d 300 x h 1600mm
Legs h 300mm
Single door storage unit
Makassar interior
Reversible left/right hand door opening
Soft close pull to open
1 fixed, 4 height adjustable
safety glass shelves

WC Furniture Unit
w 559 x d 227 x h 920mm
Slim-line floor to match furniture units
Uncut fascia
Removable top
Adjustable feet
Suitable for WC frame WCF82X50+
And concealed cistern WCC47X46+
and WCC33X31+
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All measurements are in millimetres (mm).

To find your local retailer please visit our website www.crosswater.co.uk

Back to Wall 55 WC
w 370 x d 550 x h 420mm
Will flush at ECO-saving 3/4.5L
Complete with floor fittings
WF6007CW
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WALDORF - SUITES

WCS

BIDETS

Waldorf wall hung WC
WF6006CW £475.00

Waldorf back to wall 55 WC
WF6007CW £425.00

Waldorf wall hung bidet
WF8006CW £450.00

Waldorf back to wall bidet 55
WF8007CW £450.00

w 370 x d 550 x h 335mm

w 760 x d 550 x h 420mm

w 370 x d 550 x h 335mm

w 370 x d 550 x h 420mm

Single tap hole with overflow

Single tap hole with overflow

Soft close seat
WF6105W £240.00

Soft close seat
WF6105W £240.00

Chrome plated adjustable hinges

Chrome plated adjustable hinges
Complete
with wall
frame fixings

Will flush at Complete
Requires
installation
ECO-saving with wall
frame fixings frame/cistern,
3/4.5L
see page 52

Will flush at
ECO-saving
3/4.5L

Complete
with floor
fittings

Requires
installation
frame, see
online

Complete
with floor
fixings

Requires
concealed
cistern, see
page 52

Waldorf close coupled WC
WF6005CW £525.00
w 400 x d 680 x h 420mm
Close coupled cistern
WF7005CW £330.00
Dual flush Geberit mechanism 6/3 litre
Soft close seat
WF6105W £240.00

Waldorf back to wall bidet 65
WF8008CW £555.00
w 370 x d 650 x h 420mm
Single tap hole with overflow

Chrome plated adjustable hinges

Shorter
projection
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Complete
with floor
fittings

To find your local retailer please visit our website www.crosswater.co.uk

Complete
with floor
fixings

All measurements are in millimetres (mm).
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WALDORF - BASINS

Waldorf 60 basin

Waldorf 80 basin

Waldorf 100 basin

Waldorf 150 double basin

w 600 x d 550 x h 170mm

w 800 x d 550 x h1 70mm

w 1000 x d 550 x h 170mm

w 1500 x d 550 x h 170mm

Washbasin 60 single tap hole *
WF0611SCW £385.00

Washbasin 80 single tap hole*
WF0811SCW £515.00

Washbasin 100 single tap hole*
WF1001SCW £710.00

Washbasin 150 single tap hole*
WF1501SCW £1475.00

Washbasin 60 three tap hole*
WF0613SCW £385.00

Washbasin 80 three tap hole
WF0813SCW £515.00

Washbasin 100 three tap hole
WF1003SCW £710.00

Washbasin 150 three tap hole*
WF1503SCW £1475.00

Wall hung
White fire
clay, glazed all or pedestal
round
mounted

With
overflow

Wall hung
White fire
clay, glazed all or pedestal
round
mounted

With
overflow

Wall hung
White fire
clay, glazed all or pedestal
round
mounted

With
overflow

Wall hung
White fire
clay, glazed all or pedestal
round
mounted

Bottle trap
BTR0402C £59.00

Overflow cover chrome
WFOVC £42.00

With 400mm pipe

With
overflow

Pedestal

Pedestal

Pedestal

Waldorf basin console 80

Waldorf basin console 100

Waldorf basin console 150

h 780mm

h 780mm

h 780mm

Adjustable feet & under basin plate

Adjustable feet & under basin plate

Adjustable feet & under basin plate

220 x 220mm footprint on floor

220 x 220mm footprint on floor

220 x 220mm footprint on floor

Integral side and front towels rails

Integral side and front towels rails

Integral side and front towels rails

w 680 x d 520 x h 815mm

w 860 x d 520 x h 815mm

w 1360 x d 520 x h 815mm

Washbasin 80 single tap hole*
WF0811SCW £515.00
Console 80
WF80X81C £1140.00

Washbasin 100 single tap hole*
WF1001SCW £710.00
Console 100
WF100X81C £1160.00

Washbasin 150 single tap hole*
WF1501SCW £1475.00
Console 150
WF150X81C £1700.00

Washbasin 80 three tap hole
WF0813SCW £515.00
Console 80
WF80X81C £1140.00

Washbasin 100 three tap hole
WF1003SCW £710.00
Console 100
WF100X81C £1160.00

Washbasin 150 three tap hole*
WF1501SCW £1475.00
Console 150
WF150X81C £1700.00

Washbasin 60 single tap hole
WF0611SCW £385.00
Pedestal
WF0101CW £245.00

Washbasin 80 single tap hole*
WF0811SCW £515.00
Pedestal
WF0101CW £245.00

Washbasin 100 single tap hole*
WF1001SCW £710.00
Pedestal
WF0101CW £245.00

Washbasin 60 three tap hole*
WF0613SCW £385.00
Pedestal
WF0101CW £245.00

Washbasin 80 three tap hole
WF0813SCW £515.00
Pedestal
WF0101CW £245.00

Washbasin 100 three tap hole
WF1003SCW £710.00
Pedestal
WF0101CW £245.00

White fire
clay, glazed all
round
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White fire
clay, glazed all
round

To find your local retailer please visit our website www.crosswater.co.uk

White fire
clay, glazed all
round

Chrome
plated
aluminium

Secure wall
fitting

Simple self
assembly

Chrome
plated
aluminium

*Manufactured to order All measurements are in millimetres (mm).

Secure wall
fitting

Simple self
assembly

Chrome
plated
aluminium

Secure wall
fitting

Simple self
assembly
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WALDORF - SUITES

WALDORF - ACCESSORIES

Waldorf single towel rail 45cm
WF023C £140.00

Waldorf wall hung urinal

Waldorf bath

WF4001SCW £845.00

WF_BTWBATH £2449.00

w 440 x d 240/370* x h 690mm

l 1645 x w 895 x h 600mm (footprint on floor: l 1158 x w 743mm)

*370mm is depth to front of dish front

Weight: 168kg

Suitable for cistern or direct mains water supply

Below overflow capacity: 203 litres

Certain installations will require an in wall support frame

Back to wall bath cast mineral marble bath with High Gloss white Durocoat®

Supplied with trap

Complete with integral overflow and void for bath waste

Chrome
plated brass

Wall
mounted

Waldorf robe hook
WF021C £50.00

Chrome
plated brass

Wall
mounted

Suitable for standard click clack or pop waste and bath overflow filler - see main
Crosswater Premium Brassware catalogue
Tap ledge is supplied undrilled for easy on site drilling for 1 or more tap holes
Complete with
concealed wall
fixing system
and waste

Suitable for floor standing or deck mounted fillers

15 year
guarantee

Waldorf single towel rail 60cm
WF026C £145.00

Chrome
plated brass

WALDORF - MIRRORS

Waldorf illuminated mirror
WF6060 £249.00

Waldorf non-lit mirror
WF_MIRROR £319.00

w 600 x d 25 x h 600mm

w 500/630 x d 300 x h 800mm

5mm mirror glass with safety film backing

5mm mirrored glass

Specially treated edge to prevent oxidisation

15mm bevelled & polished edge

IP44 RATED CLASS 1 rated

Concealed hanging system

Wall
mounted

Waldorf single towel rail 80cm
WF028C £160.00

Waldorf toilet roll holder
WF029C £125.00

Chrome
plated brass

Wall
mounted

Waldorf towel ring
WF013C £65.00

Day Light 6400k
Chrome
plated brass
PIR sensor
on/off switch
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Wall
mounted

Chrome
plated brass

Wall
mounted

LED
lighting

To find your local retailer please visit our website www.crosswater.co.uk

All measurements are in millimetres (mm).
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WALDORF - VALVES

1000 thermostatic shower valve
WF1000RC+ £479.00

1000 thermostatic shower valve
WF1000RC_CLV+ £479.00

1000 thermostatic shower valve
WF1000RC_LV+ £479.00

1000 thermostatic shower valve
WF1000RC_BLV+ £479.00

Back plate: w 170 x h 250mm

Back plate: w 170 x h 250mm

Back plate: w 170 x h 250mm

Back plate: w 170 x h 250mm

LP

Recessed

Portrait

LP

Recessed

Portrait

LP

Recessed

Portrait

LP

Recessed

Portrait

1500 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter
WF1500RC+ £569.00

1500 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter
WF1500RC_CLV+ £569.00

1500 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter
WF1500RC_LV+ £569.00

1500 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter
WF1500RC_BLV+ £569.00

Back plate: w 170 x h 250mm

Back plate: w 170 x h 250mm

Back plate: w 170 x h 250mm

Back plate: w 170 x h 250mm

HP1

Recessed

Portrait

2 way
diverter

SLIMLINE
VALVE

SLIMLINE
VALVE

SLIMLINE
VALVE

SLIMLINE
VALVE

1000 thermostatic shower valve
WF1000RC_CLV_VS+ £479.00

1000 thermostatic shower valve
WF1000RC_LV_VS+ £479.00

1000 thermostatic shower valve
WF1000RC_BLV_VS+ £479.00

Back plate: w 120 x h 215mm

Back plate: w 120 x h 215mm

Back plate: w 120 x h 215mm

Back plate: w 120 x h 215mm

VS
slimline
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Recessed

Portrait

LP

Recessed

Portrait

VS
slimline

To find your local retailer please visit our website www.crosswater.co.uk

LP

VS
slimline

Recessed

Portrait

LP

VS
slimline

Recessed

Portrait

Recessed

Portrait

2 way
diverter

SLIMLINE
VALVE

1000 thermostatic shower valve
WF1000RC_VS+ £479.00

LP

HP1

HP1

Recessed

Portrait

2 way
diverter

SLIMLINE
VALVE

HP1

Recessed

Portrait

2 way
diverter

SLIMLINE
VALVE

SLIMLINE
VALVE

1500 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter
WF1500RC_VS+ £569.00

1500 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter
WF1500RC_CLV_VS+ £569.00

1500 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter
WF1500RC_LV_VS+ £569.00

1500 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter
WF1500RC_BLV_VS+ £569.00

Back plate: w 120 x h 215mm

Back plate: w 120 x h 215mm

Back plate: w 120 x h 215mm

Back plate: w 120 x h 215mm

HP1

Recessed

2 way
diverter

VS
slimline

Portrait

All measurements are in millimetres (mm).

HP1

Recessed

2 way
diverter

VS
slimline

Portrait

HP1

Recessed

2 way
diverter

VS
slimline

Portrait

HP1

Recessed

2 way
diverter

VS
slimline

Portrait
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WALDORF - VALVES

2000 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter
WF2000RC+ £569.00

2000 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter
WF2000RC_CLV+ £569.00

2000 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter
WF2000RC_LV+ £569.00

2000 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter
WF2000RC_BLV+ £569.00

3000 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter
WF3000RC+ £719.00

3000 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter
WF3000RC_CLV+ £719.00

3000 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter
WF3000RC_LV+ £719.00

3000 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter
WF3000RC_BLV+ £719.00

Back plate: w 170 x h 375mm

Back plate: w 170 x h 375mm

Back plate: w 170 x h 375mm

Back plate: w 170 x h 375mm

Back plate: w 170 x h 375mm

Back plate: w 170 x h 375mm

Back plate: w 170 x h 375mm

Back plate: w 170 x h 375mm

LP

Recessed

Portrait

2 way
diverter

LP

Recessed

Portrait

2 way
diverter

SLIMLINE
VALVE

LP

Recessed

Portrait

2 way
diverter

SLIMLINE
VALVE

LP

Recessed

Portrait

2 way
diverter

SLIMLINE
VALVE

HP1

Recessed

Portrait

3 way
diverter

SLIMLINE
VALVE

HP1

Recessed

Portrait

3 way
diverter

SLIMLINE
VALVE

HP1

Recessed

Portrait

3 way
diverter

SLIMLINE
VALVE

HP1

Recessed

Portrait

3 way
diverter

SLIMLINE
VALVE

SLIMLINE
VALVE

2000 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter
WF2000RC_VS+ £569.00

2000 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter
WF2000RC_CLV_VS+ £569.00

2000 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter
WF2000RC_LV_VS+ £569.00

2000 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter
WF2000RC_BLV_VS+ £569.00

3000 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter
WF3000RC_VS+ £719.00

3000 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter
WF3000RC_CLV_VS+ £719.00

3000 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter
WF3000RC_LV_VS+ £719.00

3000 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter
WF3000RC_BLV_VS+ £719 .00

Back plate: w 120 x h 275mm

Back plate: w 120 x h 275mm

Back plate: w 120 x h 275mm

Back plate: w 120 x h 275mm

Back plate: w 120 x h 275mm

Back plate: w 120 x h 275mm

Back plate: w 120 x h 275mm

Back plate: w 120 x h 275mm

HP1

Recessed

2 way
diverter

VS
slimline
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Portrait

HP1

Recessed

2 way
diverter

VS
slimline

Portrait

To find your local retailer please visit our website www.crosswater.co.uk

HP1

Recessed

2 way
diverter

VS
slimline

Portrait

HP1

Recessed

2 way
diverter

VS
slimline

Portrait

HP1

Recessed

3 way
diverter

VS
slimline

Portrait

All measurements are in millimetres (mm).

HP1

Recessed

3 way
diverter

VS
slimline

Portrait

HP1

Recessed

3 way
diverter

VS
slimline

Portrait

HP1

Recessed

3 way
diverter

VS
slimline

Portrait
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WALDORF - VALVES & SHOWERING

SLIMLINE
VALVE

SLIMLINE
VALVE

1501 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter
WF1501RC+ £569.00
Back plate: w 250 x h 170mm

HP1

Recessed

Landscape

2 way
diverter

Waldorf shower handset with
chrome handle, wall outlet & hose
WF964C_C £195.00

LP

Single
mode

Wall
mounted

1501 thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter
WF1501RC_VS+ £569.00
Back plate: w 215 x h 120mm

HP1

Recessed

2 way
diverter

VS
slimline

Landscape

Single
mode

Back plate: w 170 x h 250mm

HP1

Recessed

Portrait

3 way
diverter

Waldorf shower handset with white
handle, wall outlet & hose
WF964C £195.00

LP

2500 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter
WF2500RC+ £619.00

Wall
mounted

Waldorf shower handset with black
handle, wall outlet & hose
WF964C_B £195.00

LP

Single
mode

2500 thermostatic shower valve
with 3 way diverter
WF2500RC_VS+ £619.00
Back plate: w 120 x h 215mm

HP1

Recessed

3 way
diverter

VS
slimline

Portrait

Waldorf shower head 8
WF08C £225.00

Waldorf shower head 8 easy clean
WF08C_EC £259.00

Ø200mm
Shower arm sold separately, see below.

Ø200mm
Shower arm sold separately, see below.

HP1

To find your local retailer please visit our website www.crosswater.co.uk

10 Year
Guarantee

HP1

Brass

10 Year
Guarantee

Waldorf shower head 12”
WF12C £349.00

Traditional shower arm 310mm
BL684C £89.00

Ø300mm
Shower arm sold separately, see right.

Brass plated chrome with wall cover
Suitable for all Crosswater fixed heads

Wall
mounted
HP1
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Brass

Brass

10 Year
Guarantee

All measurements are in millimetres (mm).
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WALDORF - EXPOSED VALVES

Thermostatic shower valve with 8” fixed head

Thermostatic bath shower mixer with fixed head

Thermostatic shower valve with 8” fixed head

Thermostatic shower valve with 8” fixed head

Thermostatic shower valvewith 8” fixed head

WF_SHOWER White Lever £1199.00
WF_SHOWER_CLV Chrome Lever £1219.00
WF_SHOWER_BLV Black Lever £1219.00

WF_BSM White Lever £1409.00
WF_BSM_CLV Chrome Lever £1409.00
WF_BSM_BLV Black Lever £1409.00

WF_SLIDER White Lever £1465.00
WF_SLIDER_CLV Chrome Lever £1465.00
WF_SLIDER_BLV Black Lever £1465.00

WF_BRACKET White Lever £1465.00
WF_BRACKET_CLV Chrome Lever £1465.00
WF_BRACKET_BLV Black Lever £1465.00

WF_CRADLE White Lever £1465.00
WF_CRADLE_CLV Chrome Lever £1465.00
WF_CRADLE_BLV Black Lever £1465.00

Comprising: Single outlet shower valve, rigid riser and
shower arm, 8” fixed head & wall bracket

Comprising: Dual outlet shower valve, rigid riser and
shower arm, 8” fixed head, wall bracket & bath spout

Comprising: Dual outlet shower valve, rigid riser and
shower arm, 8” fixed head, handset, riser bracket and
1.5M hose, wall bracket & stop cock/diverter

Comprising: Dual outlet shower valve, rigid riser and
shower arm, 8” fixed head, handset, 1.5M hose and
wall station, wall bracket & stop cock/diverter

Comprising: Dual outlet shower valve, rigid riser and
shower arm, 8” fixed head, handset, wall cradle and
1.5M hose, wall bracket & stop cock/diverter

Upgrade to 12” fixed head

Upgrade to 12” fixed head
Upgrade to 12” fixed head

Upgrade to 12” fixed head

Upgrade to 12” fixed head

WF_SHOWER_12 White Lever £1339.00
WF_SHOWER_12_CLV Chrome Lever £1339.00
WF_SHOWER_12_BLV Black Lever £1339.00

WF_BSM_12 White Lever £1519.00
WF_BSM_12_CLV Chrome Lever £1519.00
WF_BSM_12_BLV Black Lever £1519.00

WF_SLIDER_12 White Lever £1569.00
WF_SLIDER_12_CLV Chrome Lever £1569.00
WF_SLIDER_12_BLV Black Lever £1569.00

WF_BRACKET_12 White Lever £1569.00
WF_BRACKET_12_CLV Chrome Lever £1569.00
WF_BRACKET_12_BLV Black Lever £1569.00

WF_CRADLE_12 White Lever £1599.00
WF_CRADLE_12_CLV Chrome Lever £1599.00
WF_CRADLE_12_BLV Black Lever £1599.00

HP1
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Chrome
plated

Height of
rigid riser
900mm

HP1

Chrome
plated

To find your local retailer please visit our website www.crosswater.co.uk

Height of
rigid riser
1200mm

Spout
projection
161mm

HP1

Chrome
plated

Height of
rigid riser
900mm

HP1

Chrome
plated

Height of
rigid riser
900mm

All measurements are in millimetres (mm).

HP1

Chrome
plated

Height of
rigid riser
900mm
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Luxury
SHOWER HEADS

A T R U LY I N N O VAT I V E
CO LLECTI O N

There is nothing more luxurious than a drenching shower to revitalise and refresh. If
you have a penchant for minimal aesthetics or lean more towards the extravagant,
Vanguard offers a curated selection of premium shower heads to inspire you. All
are intuitively designed to ensure a superior showering experience with each and
every use.
Our innovative range of chromatherapy shower heads will transform everyday
routines into an immersive experience. Featuring integrated, low-consumption LED
lights, users can opt for multiple colours or a stunning rotational spectrum to create
an in-shower light show that is designed to both sooth and uplift. What’s more, the
entire colour rainbow of the Vanguard illuminated designs can be controlled by a
handy waterproof remote.
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Middle water flow

Colour options

Colour options
Side water flow

RIO SPECTRUM

RIO REVIVE

Rio Spectrum is a brand new ultra thin shower head that provides a spectrum of
stunning colour effects with 96 LED lights, programmed by a keypad. The low
consumption LED lamps create a column of water and light with a diameter of
400mm that operates perfectly with 3-bar pressure.

Illuminate your shower with a choice of green, red or purple lights to achieve
a spectacular visual effect. The low consumption LED lamps create a truly
magnificent column of water and light. Ultra thin, it can be seamlessly recessed
into the ceiling to provide the ultimate showering experience.

Rio Spectrum shower head with light and ceiling arm
FHX740C £4499.00

Rio Revive shower head with lights and double
waterfall feature
FHX610C £4399.00

Ø400 x h 152mm
w 600 x d 400mm
*Products with lights requiring mains power must be
installed by an electrical engineer in compliance with
IEE wiring regulations. Manufactured to order, non
returnable/refundable.

REMOTE CONTROL

*Products with lights requiring mains power must be
installed by an electrical engineer in compliance with
IEE wiring regulations.

PROGRAMMABLE KEY PAD
HP3
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17mm head
thickness

Single
mode

Brass

10 Year
Guarantee

LED
lighting

Requires
mains power*

To find your local retailer please visit our website www.crosswater.co.uk

With 13 individual lighting settings
w 120 x d 80mm

HP3

Three
mode

Brass

Polished
stainless
steel

10 Year
Guarantee

LED
lighting

Requires
mains power*

The waterproof remote control
features a chromotherapy system
with a choice of seven colours
and colour rotation. If you’d like
to position the remote control
on the wall, a supportive hook is
supplied to safely house the control.
Batteries are supplied as standard.
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Colour options

Colour options

FHX700C

FHX380C

FHX700C is the brand new ultra thin chromotherapy shower head guaranteed
to illuminate your showering experience and bring bathrooms into the 21st century
with a pop of colour. The stunning design also allows you to switch between its
waterfall and rainfall shower functions, which can also be operated simultaneously.

Turn daily shower routines into the ultimate spa experience with our luxury
chromotherapy shower heads. With a choice of green, blue, purple or white
LEDs, the spectacular rain function has lights in all four corners to light up
bathrooms with a magnificent visual effect.

Rectangular chromatherapy temptation
FHX700C £5199.00

Square chromatherapy temptation
FHX380C £4199.00

w 380 x d 700mm

w 380 x d 380mm

REMOTE CONTROL

*Products with lights requiring mains power must be
installed by an electrical engineer in compliance with
IEE wiring regulations. Manufactured to order, non
returnable/refundable.

HP3
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2mm head
thickness

Three
mode

Brass

Stainless
steel

10 Year
Guarantee

LED
lighting

To find your local retailer please visit our website www.crosswater.co.uk

Requires
mains power*

With nine coloured LEDS, the
waterproof remote control allows you
to transition through cool and warm
colour cycles using the redetermined
settings. Subtle back lighting appears
when the remote is in function and a
supportive wall hook is supplied for
safe positioning on the wall.

REMOTE CONTROL

*Products with lights requiring mains power must be
installed by an electrical engineer in compliance with
IEE wiring regulations. Manufactured to order, non
returnable/refundable.

HP3

2mm head
thickness

Single
mode

Stainless
steel

10 Year Wipe clean
nozzles
Guarantee

LED
lighting

Requires
mains power*

Offering four colours and colour
rotation, we supply a waterproof
remote control to make showering
in style even easier. You can also
safely store your remote on the wall
with the supplied supportive hook.
Batteries are supplied as standard.
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TERMS & CONDITIONS

PRICES
This price list supersedes all previous publications with goods
being invoiced at prices ruling on date of despatch. Prices are
subject to alteration without notice and include VAT.
DELIVERY
Orders in excess of £50.00 nett invoice value will not be
subject to carriage charge and will be delivered within two
working days from receipt of order. Orders below £50.00
will be subject to a fixed charge of £5.00.
We will endeavour to deliver all orders on time and in full
however we shall be under no liability for any delay or failure
to deliver products. Any claim for non-delivery must be reported to the company within 14 working days from the date
of delivery, such claims will not be accepted for deliveries to a
third party delivery address.
RETURNED GOODS
Requests to return goods must be made in writing to Returns.
Department@crosswater.co.uk and include the product
details, purchase order number and reason for return.
Requests for items that are damaged externally or missing
items must be received within 30 days.
Requests for items not required with packaging in pristine
condition must be received within 45 days and will be subject
to a 12.5% re-stocking charge.
Requests for items not required with packaging in poor
conditions must be received within 45 days and will be subject to a 12.5% re-stocking charge and an additional 12.5%
re-packing charge. Requests for items that have internal
product damage must be received within 30 days.
Special orders are non returnable. Collection will only be
made from point of delivery.
Damaged will not be collected once they have been sent to
a third party.
RETENTION OF TITLE
Ownership of goods shall remain in the Company until full
payment has been received for all goods comprised in this
contract. If any goods are re-sold before payment is made
the Company’s right of ownership shall be transferred to the
proceeds of sale or to the claim for such proceeds.
LIABILITY
All quotations are given and goods sold subject to the
conditions that the seller’s liability is limited to goods proved
to have been defective in material or workmanship when they
left the sellers works. No claim will be accepted where goods
have not been used for the purpose for which they were
intended, not fitted correctly, not maintained to the seller’s
recommended standards or have been abused or misused.

All products marked LP (Low pressure) are also suitable
for HP (High pressure) systems.
		

Thermostatic shower valve that offers two 		
independent functions from a single valve.

		

Thermostatic shower valve that offers three 		
independent functions from a single valve.

GENERAL
The colours and finishes reproduced in this brochure
are as accurate as the photography and printing process
allows but may vary from the actual colours. Product
sizes stated are nominal and should be checked against
product. It is strongly advised that all bathrooms are well
heated and ventilated.
It is the responsibility of the individual installer to
ensure that these products are fitted correctly and in
line with the instructions provided. Failure to comply
with the recommended fitting instructions will invalidate
the guarantee.
INSTALLATION NOTES
When installing a wall hung pan or wash basin please
ensure that appropriate fixings or suitable framework are
used. When purchasing a wall hung pan, wash basin or
bidet on its own Crosswater does not supply any fixings.
We strongly recommend all furniture and ceramics be
fitted to a tiled surface, not tiled up to, this will assist any
future maintenance.
All furniture ranges incorporate a factory fitted hanging
system that allows safe and simple installation. Please
ensure the correct wall fittings are used on solid or stud
walls. Some furniture products are reversible for left or
right hand door opening.
All shower door and bath screens incorporate a width
adjustment feature offering between 15mm and 60mm
width allowance to cope with out of true walls, ensuring
that they sit squarely on the shower tray. Most products
are reversible for left or right hand fitting.
Trays must be plumbed and level, walls should be tiled
down to the tray and sealed before doors or frames are
fitted. Dimensions are designed for tiled in trays - not
unfitted tray sizes. All doors and enclosures must be
fitted to a tiled surface, not tiled up to the inside edge
of the door. Enclosures must not be completely sealed
on the inside, please refer to fitting instructions. Due to
the weight of the shower doors you must ensure that the
walls to which fixing is to be carried out are of a suitable
construction to support the enclosure.
Due to the weight of some products you must ensure
that the walls to which fixing is to be carried out are of a
suitable construction to support the product.

ERRORS & OMISSIONS

SUITES AND CERAMICS

In the interest of continuing design and development and
product improvement, Crosswater reserve the right to
change colour, designs and product specifications without
prior notice.

Vitreous China is an extremely hard, non-porous product;
but it is also breakable and therefore must not be put
under stress during installation. Basin waste fittings if over
tightened will create stress within the ceramic material
which may in time cause the failure of the product. Waste
fittings should be carefully sealed in silicone and the back
nut hand tightened, one additional and final quarter turn
using a suitable spanner is sufficient to create the required
watertight seal. Care should also be taken when fitting
brassware to tap platforms in order to prevent similar
stress related failures. All products should be inspected
before attempting installation.

PRODUCT COMPATIBILITY
Whilst the majority of Crosswater products are compatible,
care should be taken on product selection prior to ordering
to avoid installation issues. Technical drawings are available
on our website or on request.
When installing wall mounted products Crosswater strongly
recommend making provisions for any in-wall access points,
particularly when tiling, for maintenance purposes. Care
should be taken in hard-water areas to ensure the cartridge is
regularly cleaned.
WATER PRESSURE (recommendations)
LP minimum 0.2 bar
HP1 minimum 1 bar
HP2 minimum 2 bar
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CLEANING & MAINTENANCE
All Crosswater products should be cleaned with warm
soapy water only and polished with a clean, soft, dry cloth.
NEVER use products containing bleach, caustic soda,
cleaners of a gritty or abrasive nature or so called “glass
and mirror” cleaning products. Mirrors, cabinets and light
fittings: Clean only with a micro fibre cloth, NEVER use
“glass and mirror” cleaning products.

To find your local retailer please visit our website www.crosswater.co.uk

PRODUCT GUARANTEE*
All Crosswater products unless otherwise stated carry a
15 year guarantee, shower doors and bath panels a lifetime
guarantee which covers all manufacturing defects. This
guarantee does not cover damage during fitting or misuse.
• The guarantee is only available to original purchasers
who have proof of purchase.
• If the product has been installed, Crosswater must 		
be given the opportunity to inspect the product in the
installed condition.
• If the product is defective in materials or manufacture
the original purchaser must contact our Technical 		
Department within 30 days of the fault occurring.
If the fault is not resolved the goods should be returned
to Crosswater and at our discretion we will refund the
purchase price, repair and return the goods to you or
send new goods or parts to you as a replacement, this
shall constitute our sole obligation under this guarantee.
• Due to a continuous development program. If in our
opinion the product has failed under the terms of 		
the guarantee and a replacement is offered but identical
goods are no longer available, Crosswater will replace
it with our nearest equivalent product.
• This guarantee covers normal use; it does not 		
cover faults caused by incorrect installation, wilful 		
damage, neglect, misuse, modification, inappropriate
cleaning, accidental damage and other events outside
Crosswater control.
• The guarantee does not cover any product that has 		
been altered or modified in any way without the prior
written consent of Crosswater.
• If a claim is made under this guarantee and the defect
is not due to faulty materials or manufacture, 		
Crosswater reserve the right to charge the customer at
the current hourly rate in respect of any service 		
engineer time.
• The guarantee is only valid for products purchased, 		
installed and used in the United Kingdom.
• The guarantee does not cover ex-display units.
• The benefit of this guarantee cannot be transferred to a
third party.
The guarantee is in addition to and does not affect your
statutory rights.
In the interest of continuing design, development and
product improvement, Crosswater reserve the right to
change colour, designs and product specifications without
prior notice.
*With the exception of products detailed with a 5 year
guarantee in this brochure, tap and mixer cartridges which
carry a 5 year guarantee, and hoses, “o” rings, diverters
and shower hoses, Cistern fittings, radiator valves and
toilet seats which are all guaranteed for 1 year. Crosswater
products carry guarantees against manufacturing or
component defects as follows:
Sanitary ware, ceramic and cast marble basins 15 years;
Furniture, illuminated mirrors, bathroom cabinets and
towel warmers 5 years. Edge bath screen, Supreme
Deluxe bath screen and all seals - 12 month guarantee.
35mm shower trays - 5 year guarantee.
Axent Showering toilets - 2 year guarantee
Shower Wastes - 10 year guarantee.
Shower doors and bath screens, excluding display
installations.
Glass breaks within 6 months of installation product replaced
and costs for refitting are reimbursed by Crosswater.
Glass breaks within 6-24 months of installation product is
replaced but no fitting costs reimbursed.
Glass breaks 24+ months of installation a 10% discount
against a replacement product.
General wear and tear to any of the above items would be
considered a specific exclusion.
For further advice, please contact Crosswater customer
helpline: 0345 873 8840

A: Height B: Projection. All measurements are in millimetres (mm).
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Lake View House, Rennie Drive, Dartford, Kent DA1 5FU
Tel: 01322 475700
Email: Vanguardcs@crosswater.co.uk

crosswater.co.uk

Part of the Bathroom Brands Group

